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Ask SCORE
WHAT TO CONSIDER
WHEN SETTING PRICES

FOR YOUR NEW BUSINESS,
PRODUCT OR SERVICE

Shared with permission from Rhonda Abramsi, this article appeared 
as a Special to USA TODAY, January 28, 2021

“How much should I charge?” That’s one of the toughest questions a
small business owner faces. It’s true even when you’ve been running
your business for a while, but it’s particularly perplexing when you’re
pivoting to a new line of business – perhaps because of COVID – or
launching a new business, product or service.

Setting prices is more of an art than a
craft. Large companies spend fortunes on
consulting firms that specialize in pricing
strategies, so don’t be surprised if you
have trouble. So how do you know where
to set your prices when you’ve never sold
that product or service before?

First, let’s look at a few pricing models:
► Fixed pricing. You sell your product

or service at a set price. You may have sales
or discounts, but the price is generally 
established. The price might be based on:

• Your costs – you figure out your costs and
then you set your prices to make a reasonable
profit.

• Perceived value – due to other factors, such
as your brand, reputation, convenience,
quality – you charge more than on just your
costs.

►Hourly pricing. Typical with profes-
sional services and some contractors and
trades. With some trades, the pricing
might be “time and materials” – adding
the cost of materials to the price.

(Continued on page 26)
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► Project pricing. You negotiate an
agreed upon price before start of the work,
payment dependent on completion.
►Dynamic pricing. The price changes

depending on demand. This is now typi-
cal in airline prices and, frequently, in
sports stadium tickets.
► Subscription. Customers pay you 

an ongoing amount. Almost all digital
services are priced this way, but also
“memberships” such as gym member-
ships are subscriptions.

Subscription pricing is widely consid-
ered “the holy grail” of pricing since
customers have to take action to stop
paying you. You should definitely think
about how you might use subscription
pricing in your small business. A couple
of strategies from the subscription
method are good to keep in mind 
regardless of your pricing model:
►Three pricing levels. Ever notice how

virtually all services have some kind of
“basic, standard, premium” levels of serv-
ice. That’s because giving customers three
choices is just about right for everyone.
Some customers always gravitate to the
most expensive, some to the cheapest, and

the majority to the middle. Try this in your
business, too. For example, a wedding
videographer could offer a “standard”
service taking photos at the wedding;
“pro” would include post-production 
editing, and “premium” would include
advanced editing and creation of a deluxe
wedding album.
►Free-mium.You give a small amount

of your product or service away to get
folks to buy a higher level. This definitely
works in software applications and shows
up as “sampling” otherwise.

How to decide on a
pricing model and
what price(s) to set?
► Do your research. Know what’s

happening in your market before you set
your initial prices. After all, if the uphol-
stery store across town reupholsters sofas
for $500, it will be tough to charge $2,000.
► Offer different price points. One

way to both test the market and reach
more customers is to offer different pric-
ing levels. Consider how you can offer
“small, medium, large” versions.  
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►Test different prices. One thing you
can do as you first introduce a new
product or service is test out some differ-
ent prices. A good way to do this is online
– by placing search or social media ads
that are similar except for the price and
see what kind of results you get.

Customers will often pay more, for
the same or very similar product,
depending on a number of factors,
including:
► Brand. Brands enhance customers’

familiarity and comfort level with your
products and services. In small business-
es, the company’s reputation may be
thought of as their brand. 
►Convenience. You can often charge

more when you make it more conven-
ient for the customer – better location,
delivery, faster service, and so on.
► Word of mouth. Prospects trust

referrals from people they know. You’re
far more likely to go to the restaurant,
hire the plumber, or download the app
that a friend recommends to you. 
► Specialization. If you are seen as

someone with particular expertise or
knowledge, you can charge more.
Targeting a niche market – such as an
industry or demographic group – and
learning their specific needs enables you
to get higher prices.

Remember, setting prices isn’t an
exact science. So, don’t be surprised if it
takes you a while to figure out what’s
the “just right” amount to charge.

Since 1964, SCORE “Mentors to America’s
Small Business” has helped more than 10
million aspiring entrepreneurs and small
business owners through mentoring and
business workshops. More than 11,000
volunteer business mentors in over 320 chapters
serve their communities through entrepreneur
education dedicated to the formation, growth
and success of small businesses. For more
information about starting or operating a small
business, contact SCORE TriCounty, https:/
/tricounty.score.org/content/find-mentor-183.
Today at SCORE, we are on the frontline

fighting to keep Main Street America in
business. If you believe that you can help
a small business with your experience,
advice and mentoring please think about
joining us. Email us at tricounty@scorev-
olunteer.org, call us at 610.327.2673, or to
learn more. To submit an application to
be a SCORE TriCounty volunteer, visit our
website at https://tricounty.score.org/be-
come-volunteer-2.

SCORE is funded in part through a
Cooperative Agreement with the U.S. Small
Business Administration. All opinions, conclu-
sions, and/or recommendations expressed
herein are those of the author and do not
necessarily reflect the views of the SBA.

Rhonda Abrams’ newest book “The Sh*t’s Hit the
Fan: Now What, 99 Recession-Proof Tips for Small
Business Success” has just been released. Rhonda
was named a “Top 30 Global Guru” for Startups.
Connect with Rhonda on Facebook, Instagram and
Twitter. Register for Rhonda’s free business tips
newsletter at www.PlanningShop.com.




